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Real Racing 2 sets the tone as the most
critically acclaimed racing game on
Android.n Speed â€‹â€‹up with hours of
high-performance gameplay, cutting-edge .n
visual design, and cutting-edge game logic
with the Prototype in the popular racing
simulator. - The function is limited to 700
MHz maximum power. This is the only
"live" car simulator in the style of Top Gear.
- Sliding pixel design. Game events are
performed using the image of a real car
projected onto the rear screen (screenshot).
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The real world is recreated using virtual
reality technology. Screenshots are loaded
from external devices and run on top of
applications. - Quick launch. The maximum
performance mode is only available on the
last level of the game. After you complete a
level with full graphics included, its
continuation will be available. - Full color
gamut creation. Real Racing2 car simulator
offers incredible freedom of action. Every
day you can become a world champion or
get the rank of "Project of the Year".
Endless possibilities for creativity and
creating your own racing stories. - Ability to
drive more than 130 cars. Discover cars
from 70 manufacturers, including 49 major
ones: Ferrari, Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini,
McLaren, BMW, Fiat, Ferragamo, Ford,
Honda, Isuzu, Jeep, Iveco, Kia, Lancia,
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Maserati , Mini, Patra, Porsche, Sunbeam,
Suzuki, Subaru, Vauxhall, Ssang Yong,
Toyota, Tata Motors, VW, Wolkswagen,
Citroen, Renault, FIAT, Opel, KIA, Pagani,
Rolls Royce, BMW. Sliding Pixel Motion
Blur on the front and back screens, fully
customizable in game mode. - Aero Zoom
(Wingspan). A hero with a very high
wingspan. This can be used to create more
dynamic effects in the simulator. - Quadcore processor. More and more SUVs in the
simulators are fighting for the title of the
best. - Repainting the driver's seat. You can
turn the driver into a real log by turning the
standard steering wheel into a wooden one.
The screenshot represents the machine the
player created in action. - Personal
Accounting. Anything you can
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